neuron is significantly tuned in the regression described on the x-axis. Yellow: the neuron is significantly tuned in the regression described on the y-axis. Red: the neuron is significantly tuned in the regressions described on both the x-axis and the y-axis. Gray: the neuron is not significantly tuned in either the regression described on the x-axis or the y-axis. (a) Left: neural encoding for described offers closely resembled that for described-trial outcomes, after controlling for encoding for choice during outcome epoch. into 100-ms discrete windows throughout the entire time of offer 1 presentation.
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 1
We observed asymmetry in cross-decoding between neural activation states to outcomes in described and in experienced trials. This asymmetry is likely due to a high level of noise in training data (i.e. neural activation to experienced outcomes). The fact that subjects made free choices means that they seldom chose and received smaller sized offers (they, not surprisingly, preferred the larger offer). Therefore, some neurons have few trials corresponding to choosing and receiving smaller-sized reward as outcome. It is more so in experienced trials, where subjects were more reward maximizing than in described trials ( Figure 2 in the main text).
